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13.13. SUMMARY 

AA life in two home countries: 
AA biography ofBeb Vuijk 

Thee guiding principle in writing this biography has been to present a full-sized picture of the 
life,, personality and work of the author Beb Vuijk and wherever possible to show the relations 
betweenn the three, against the background of the society, the circles and the places in which 
shee lived. It has done so by following the developments in her life, personality and literary 
oeuvree meticulously and at length and also by reflecting in my presentation of these 
developmentss the nature, content, level of abstraction and vocabulary of the source material 
used.. Because of this method of working, practically all known documents about and by the 
heroinee are quoted in this book. 

Inn 1958, just after her return to the Netherlands, Beb Vuijk described her life in a radio 
broadcastt as 'more adventurous, emotional and exciting than that of many other women, not 
primarilyy because of the external circumstances and events, but rather because of the way I 
reactedd to them: keenly, fiercely and in a totalitarian way because I am a writer, strongly and 
quicklyy moved.' Apart from the theatrical overtones, this is a good characterization of her 
personalityy and the life she had led up to that point. 

Bebb was born in Delfshaven in 1905 to a Eurasian father and a white mother, in a 
relativelyy well-to-do social environment. Her masculine character - which according to some 
reviewerss also manifested itself in her work - was revealed at an early age; she was 
unmanageablee for her mother, aggressive in her behaviour to her brother Wilton and her 
peers,, a rebel and truant at school. She felt different; one important reason was because she 
wass frequently teased about her dark skin. Other character traits of Beb's which showed at 
laterr age - that she was very lively and had strong and quickly changing moods - make one 
wonderr if Beb may have been what today is called an 'ADHD child'. Young Beb had other 
strikingg qualities as well: she was an avid reader who focused mainly on adventure stories. 
Shee was also strongly attracted to the macabre, to death and destruction, a fascination she 
sharedd with the literary model of her youth, the poet Marsman. 

Shee herself said that 'the yearning for an exceptional existence', combined with her 
aversionn to the bourgeois lifestyle, led her at an early age to long to go to the Dutch East 
Indies,, the land of her Madurese grandmother. This land plays a background role even in her 
firstt children's stories, published between 1923 and 1925. After laboriously completing a 
trainingg course to become a cookery and nutrition teacher and then working for a short time in 
variouss jobs in institutions, she left for the colonies at the end of 1930 to work as a teacher 
andd group leader at the Sukabumi Educational Institutions (SOG), a boarding school where 
badlyy neglected or orphaned children, mainly of Eurasian descent, were brought up. 

Duringg the voyage to the colony she met Femand de Willigen, scion of an Ambonese 
Eurasiann family, who was employed on a tea plantation called 'Pagilaran Estate*  near 
Pekalongann in Central Java. Her marriage to him eighteen months later meant the beginning 
off  an adventurous planter's life for Beb, first for a short time at Pagilaran, then from early 
19333 to early 1940 on the isolated Moluccan island of Buru, at that time scarcely touched by 
Westernn civilization, where the De Willigen family had owned a cajuput plantation since the 
earlyy twentieth century. The books which were published during the time she spent on this 
extraordinaryy Moluccan island, Duizend eilanden and Het laatste huis van de wereld, are 
muchh more powerful than her first three novellas based on her own life experiences, dating 
fromm 1930-1932. This is especially true of the second book, which can be regarded as a 
chroniclee of her life as a planter's wife on Buru. As Beb's inspiration as a writer was drawn 
fromm her own life, the logical consequence is that a gradual change can be seen in her writing; 
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herr initially somewhat artificial, over-refined prose style, aimed at effect, developed into an 
evocativee use of language which is sober and reserved but also very close to human 
experience.. Her new way of writing stands out perhaps most clearly in her exquisite sketches 
off  the scenery, landscape, seas and life of the Moluccan islands. This archipelago would 
alwayss occupy an important place in her literary work, right to the end. Strangely enough, she 
wass not very taken with the Moluccan people. In her journalistic publications in particular she 
constantlyy expressed annoyance - without examining the historical and sociological 
backgroundd - at the laziness of the Moluccans, which was so diametrically opposed to the 
Westernn work ethic she herself cherished. 

Theree were also less pleasant aspects of the adventurous life she had wanted so badly. 
Shee did not get on with the other Europeans on the island - the quickly changing military and 
civill  authorities and their wives. Beb looked on their mentality with intellectual disdain. The 
frequentt absence of her husband Fernand, who was very busy with the laborious task of 
buildingg up the plantation, was also hard for her to bear. But perhaps the most difficult thing 
wass the unfathomable indigenous community with its many intrigues, to which the Dc 
Willigens,, with their important economic and social position, also fell victim, as an arson 
attackk on their plantation proved. When Beb, without any access to medical care, was 
pregnantt with her second child, her mental isolation culminated in a state of panic at the 
thoughtt of her coming childbirth. The panic she felt is described in Het laatste huis van de 
wereld.wereld. Beb suffered similar attacks again later in other extremely threatening situations. 

Inn 1938 the end of the De Willigens' life on Buru was heralded by a violent conflict 
withh the governor of the island. The conflict was sparked off by the intrusions of Beb's pets 
ontoo the official's property, but the real cause was her fury at his self-enriching and tyrannical 
actionss and his attempts to frustrate Fernand in a new activity: felling timber. When on top of 
alll  this the De Willigens were unable to acquire - at an economically acceptable rate - a new 
leaseholdd they needed to generate extra revenue to make up for the inadequate yields of the 
cajuputt plantation, they took the decision to build up a future in Java. Beb did not actually go 
too Java until the beginning of 1940; when she arrived there, she went to work for the SOG 
again.. Her husband followed a year later. 

Inn 1938 Beb also met the author Eddy du Perron, whose critical attitude to colonial 
societyy was to have a major and lasting influence on her. He also introduced Beb to a small 
groupp of progressive intellectuals in Java who were involved in various ways with the 
magazinee Kritiek en opbouw. In spite of their diversity, they had one thing in common: their 
oppositionn to the conservative white colonial upper class, which showed so littl e respect and 
appreciationn for the community over which it ruled. Back in Java, Beb started to work for 
KritiekKritiek en opbouw and also for the newspapers Bataviaasch nieuwsblad and De Indische 
courant.courant. For these publications she mainly wrote book and poetry reviews, which were 
outstandingg for their succinctness, clarity and simplicity. Her reviews bear testimony to her 
admirationn for the poet Hendrik Marsman, with his curious mixture of a vital passion for life 
andd a death wish. She also felt kinship to the poet's aristocratic attitude; she made it clear that 
shee counted herself among the cultural elite, far removed from the 'stupidity of the masses'. 
Consideringg the polemic tone of some of her articles, Beb was still a spirited lady when she 
wass approaching middle age. The writer and journalist Willem Walraven confirmed this 
picturee when he remarked in one of his letters that once when Beb visited Batavia she had had 
rowss with everyone. 

Att that lime she also met members of the moderate wing of the nationalist movement, 
whichh was mainly associated with the politician Soetan Sjahrir. These people constituted a 
Western-orientedd intelligentsia which also contributed to Kritiek en opbouw and occupied a 
speciall  place in their own community; many of the members spoke Dutch as a vernacular, 
weree of the Christian faith and were of noble descent. Beb's ties with them grew so close that 
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inn January 1940 she became an editor - the only Dutch one - of the Indonesian cultural 
magazinee Poedjangga baroe. 

Herr journalistic career came to an abrupt end when the Japanese captured the Dutch 
Eastt Indies in March 1942. From the end of December of that year she was interned, first in 
thee Kareês camp, then in Kota Paris and Kampong Makassar. Shortly after her arrival in 
Karee'ss she was interrogated and tortured by the Japanese military police Kempeitai, a 
traumaticc experience she would later talk about only sporadically and even then only in 
generall  terms. Right from the beginning she realized that a terrible ordeal had begun, in which 
onlyy one thing would matter: survival. Beb incurred the displeasure of other women in the 
campp by confronting them with this realization. From her internment at Kota Paris onwards 
shee kept a diary with fluctuating regularity. At the end of her life this diary was published, in 
combinationn with some short stories which had appeared shortly after the war, under the title 
Kampdagboeken.Kampdagboeken. Her account of life in the camps in the diary is sober, and partly because of 
thatt rather cool and distant. 

Bebb herself felt that because of surviving the ordeal in the camps she emerged from 
thee war a more independent and conscious person. In other ways she was also transformed: 
shee became a socially and politically conscious woman who made a fundamental choice to 
supportt Indonesian independence. In the chaotic period after the Japanese capitulation, the 
nationalistt leaders Sukarno and Hatta declared an independent Republic, which was however 
nott recognized by the Netherlands nor by the international community. The following years, 
upp to 1950, were dominated by a battle fought both at the negotiation table and in the form of 
armedd combat between the nationalist movement and the Netherlands about the constitutional 
statuss of Indonesia, As one of the very few people in the Dutch colony, Beb saw that in the 
postwarr situation a completely independent state was inevitable. In her opinion the 
Netherlandss had entirely forfeited the trust of the population because they had never been 
preparedd to come to terms with the nationalist movement before the war. She was one of only 
threee Dutch people who signed a manifesto rejecting Dutch policy and advocating Indonesian 
sovereigntyy in November 1945. 

Duringg the following years she would continue to bear witness to her political 
convictionss both orally and in writing. The conflicts of a more intense nature which took 
placee during this period between the Dutch and the Indonesians (the so-called 'police 
actions')) affected her more strongly than the Japanese occupation; the fact that she had friends 
onn both sides 'was destroying her1. Her life as a journalist was very busy, partly because she 
regularlyy travelled to Republican territory from where she wrote reports for various leftwing 
publicationss in the Netherlands. She also became more and more closely involved with the 
intellectualss grouped around Sjahrir and made a few contributions to their Dutch language 
magazinee Het inzicht. A logical conclusion to her unconditional support of the independence 
movementt was her choice to take the Indonesian nationality in 1950, even though by that time 
Sjahrirr and his party no longer played any significant role in politics. 

Afterr the transfer of sovereignty on 27 December 1949, Beb wrote reports for the 
Sjahrirr newspaper Indonesia raya about the progress of the new country during two long trips 
too Kalimantan and the Moluccan islands in 1951-1952. It is striking that although she pointed 
outt abuses, in her criticism of the new government she was much milder than she ever had 
beenn in her judgments of the colonial administration. Her trip to the Moluccan islands was 
madee as part of President Sukarno's retinue. Until then she had been somewhat ambivalent 
aboutt him because of his populism among other things, but like so many others she was won 
overr in a personal confrontation. Her travel accounts express something akin to worship for 
thee president. 

Sixx years later her views on Sukarno had changed completely. In the course of the 
1950ss Sukarno tried to gather more and more power and his regime became repressive and 
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anti-Western.. Eminent members of Sjahrir's party who criticized presidential policy were 
intimidated,, imprisoned or exiled. Sukarno's attempt to bring New Guinea under Indonesian 
sovereigntyy led to a violent conflict with the Netherlands which was taken out on the Dutch 
whoo were still in Indonesia and Eurasians who had chosen Indonesian nationality. At the end 
off  1957 the De Willigens decided to leave Indonesia, or rather to take flight. 

Ass an Indonesian citizen and probably also because of her political stance, Beb was 
refusedd a visa for her country of origin, so that the De Willigens were obliged to live in 
Germanyy for the time being. It was not until friends and acquaintances used their influence on 
thee responsible minister that she was given a temporary residence permit in October 1958, for 
whichh she constantly had to apply for extensions during the following years. After more than 
aa year of moving from one address to another, in I960 they settled in Loenen aan de Vecht, 
wheree Beb continued to live until her death more than twenty-six years later. 

Becausee of her involvement with social and political developments, between 1945 and 
19488 she had littl e inspiration to write literary work; the emphasis was on her work as a 
journalistt and editor of the Dutch language cultural magazine Oriëntatie, which was 
discontinuedd in 1954 due to lack of interest, and the Indonesian Konjrontasi, again a 
magazinee run by Sjahrir devotees. In 1947 she published her third book, Het hout van Bara. 
Inn this novel, most of which had been written before the war, she gave a fairly realistic 
accountt of her conflict with the official on Buru. A year later it was followed by a children's 
book,, De kinderen van Boeton Leon, a romanticized description of Femand's island 
childhood.. In the following years, up to her return to the Netherlands, two short stories were 
published:: 'Avontuur als vacantie', inspired by her travels in Kalimantan, and 'Verhaal van 
eenn toeschouwer', which is important because of the change in Beb's literary writing which 
cann be seen in it. From this story onwards, her novellas were no longer based mainly on her 
ownn life experiences, but on true stories told to her by others. The autobiographic elements 
didd not disappear altogether, but they were no longer predominant. Directly connected with 
thiss change was a process she borrowed from her literary model Joseph Conrad to depict her 
ownn experiences and those of others. She introduced a narrator, who did not primarily tell us 
aboutt his own experiences but functioned as a mouthpiece for the stories of others. In 
'Verhaall  van een toeschouwer' numerous experiences and events were harmoniously 
combinedd in the life story of the protagonist Hermans, a man marked by the Japanese 
occupationn and the struggle for independence - the alter ego of her husband. In the sub-plot a 
themee from her third short story, 'Vele namen', dating from 1932, returned: the problems of 
peoplee of mixed Dutch and Indonesian ancestry. Several later short stories would focus even 
moree keenly on this theme, which was so closely related to her own origins. 

Afterr Beb had moved to the Netherlands, four more novellas and two autobiographic 
sketchess appeared. In the postwar short stories, mostt of which were published in 1959 in one 
volumee called Gerucht en geweld, her fascination with atrocities came to the fore; the cruelty 
andd atrocities perpetrated by all parties (the Japanese occupiers, the colonial Dutch and the 
Indonesiann freedom fighters) were the main theme. Her last literary work was De eigen 
wereldenwerelden die andere, published in 1969. In the two short stories in this volumes the female 
protagonistss became conscious of their ethnic backgrounds as a result of the developments in 
theirr personal lives caused by the Japanese invasion. 

Shee became an active journalist again, and also translated a number of short stories 
andd books. Her freelance contributions to Vrij  Nederland stand out in particular. Over nine 
years,, from August 1960 onwards, she wrote about 115 articles for this weekly, with the 
highestt frequency in the first half of the decade. As well as her book reviews, for three and a 
halff  years, from the end of 1962 onwards, she wrote a cookery column, mainly with recipes 
forr people who wanted to team Indonesian cookery. These columns were simple but 
appealing,, partly because she included information about the social and cultural backgrounds 
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off  the dishes and the ingredients. The cookery column was so popular that in 1965 a number 
off  recipes were published in a littl e book - Eet een beetje heet - which was popular mainly 
amongg students and young couples. 

Towardss the end of the 1960s, when Beb was approaching pension age, it seemed that 
shee was heading for an inconspicuous old age. This changed suddenly when she made a visit 
too Indonesia at the end of 1970 and beginning of 1971. By then President Suharto was ruling 
thee country, having come to power after a coup d'etat which claimed an estimated minimum 
off  about 200,000 victims and led to the incarceration of many tens of thousands of political 
prisoners.. Beb published a seven-part report of her travels in De Volkskrant, including an 
accountt of a visit to political prisoners in Bum, in which she defended Suharto's regime and 
playedd down the political repression. According to her, anything in the 'New Order' in 
Indonesiaa which came in for criticism was a consequence of Sukarno's misgovernment. Her 
reportt provoked many letters to the editor, including letters from the chairman of Amnesty 
Internationall  and from Ernst Utrecht, a professor who had fled from Indonesia. Her almost 
totallyy uncritical approach to the new Indonesia is even more surprising in view of the fact 
thatt in her report of a visit to her brother Wilton in Brazil, which also appeared in 1971 under 
thee title Een broer in Brazilië, she sharply criticized the socio-economic situation in that 
country.. In the following years and after her second visit to Indonesia in 1981-1982, recorded 
inn the travel book Reis naar het vaderland in de verte, she continued to defend Suharto, in 
spitee of the gigantic corruption and disproportionate self-enrichment of the social elite. It 
lookss very much as though the abuses of Suharto's regime were being glossed over because 
hee had liberated Indonesia from Sukarno, the man who had driven Beb from the second home 
shee loved so much, and was therefore regarded almost as evil incarnate. 

AA littl e over two years later public attention focused on her again when her cookery 
bookk Groot Indonesisch kookboek came out. In the following years it was reprinted many 
times,, practically achieving cult status. When the publisher asked her to write a standard work 
aboutt Indonesian cuisine, it was like a gift from the gods for Beb. At that time she was 
sufferingg from a serious eye disease which was threatening to put an end to her career as an 
author.. But it was easy to dictate the recipes for a cookbook, after which Femand typed them 
outt for her. In the many interviews she gave when her cookery bible was published, she had 
noo qualms about lashing out at women for their lack of cooking skills. Several interviews bore 
thee heading 'Average Dutch woman can't cook'. 

Afterr 1973 Beb took further advantage of her expertise in cookery to publish other, 
lesss well-known cookery books. Because of her eye disease she did littl e writing. Her book 
Kampdagboeken,Kampdagboeken, published in 1989, was typed out by a woman friend. Over the years she 
sufferedd from more and more physical ailments, but mentally she was still full of vitality and 
interestt in her surroundings. Born as a Dutchwoman. Beb Vuijk died after a short illness on 
244 August 1991, five years after her husband, as an Indonesian citizen, in a nursing home in 
Blaricum,, after living the sort of life she 'had dreamed of, as she remarked not long before 
shee died. 

Whichh elements of Beb Vuijk's writing are significant when judged by present-day standards? 
Thee response of literary critics to her work was always moderate to enthusiastic. Her 
atmosphericc descriptions of nature, landscape and fife situations were particularly highly 
regarded.. For that reason her work deserves a permanent place in Dutch East Indies literature, 
especiallyy for lovers of the Moluccan islands. The critics were - rightly - less impressed by 
thee psychological depth and development of the main characters in her novels and short 
stories.. Assessment of the composition of Beb Vuijk's work seems to be mainly a question of 
personall  taste. Some regard the frequent changes of perspective in her stories - different 
characters,, limes and places - as too angular or too artificial; others think they show literary 
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imaginationn or provide more depth. It is strange that the literary critics never commented on 
thee relatively low degree of originality in her work; for example, the characterizations of the 
protagonistss are often very similar and the descriptions of the large Moluccan planters' family 
whichh figures in many of her stories and novels are practically identical. On the other hand, 
herr depictions of the effects of the colonial system, strongly defined as it was by racial 
relations,, on the individual psyche are truly moving. 

Thee intriguing question remains: was she Dutch or Indonesian? With which land there was the 
mostt connection was a question which also always fascinated Rob Nieuwenhuys, the Nestor 
off  Dutch East Indies literature. He said several times that because of his mixed Dutch and 
Indonesiann ancestry his life had been lived between two home countries. By changing one 
prepositionn in this statement Beb presented her life in a completely different way: she lived in 
twoo home countries. She felt that the connection with the roots of her Dutch childhood and 
backgroundd was just as strong and just as dear to her as the connection with her new country. 

Nevertheless,, if we look at her writing and the way she lived in the colonial Dutch 
Eastt Indies and the independent Indonesia, we see mainly a 'Western' Beb - which is of 
coursee entirely understandable considering the definitive influence of her Dutch upbringing. 
Thee protagonists of her short stories and novels are mainly Dutch people, whose roles and 
meaningg are presented against the background of the indigenous community. The way the De 
Willigenss ran their cajaput oil business and treated their staff was based on strictly rational 
Westernn business management principles, which were in turn based on a strict work ethic and 
ignoredd indigenous economic and social traditions. She identified immediately with those 
Indonesiann intellectuals who were strongly Westernized and oriented towards Western ideas. 
Inn her journalistic descriptions of Indonesia there is scarcely any room for what Westerners 
seee as the unfathomable operation of social and political mechanisms. Annie Romein-
Verschoorr once remarked when looking back on her childhood in thee pre-war Dutch East 
Indies:: 'We didn't live in Indonesia, we lived alongside it'; perhaps basically the same is true 
off  Beb. In reply to the question whether she was Indonesian or Dutch, two people who were 
closee to her said: 'All her life she remained a woman from Rotterdam.' Nevertheless, it cannot 
bee denied that she herself felt Indonesian as well, without any reservations, and when she 
returnedd to the Netherlands she kept in touch with her friends in Indonesia. 


